NCMEC is a private, non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation whose mission is to help find missing children, reduce child sexual exploitation, and prevent child victimization. NCMEC works with families, victims, private industry, law enforcement, and the public to assist with preventing child abductions, recovering missing children, and providing services to deter and combat child sexual exploitation.

The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC) is currently accepting applications for our 2023 Tribal Fellow position. NCMEC’s Tribal Fellowship Program was created in 2021 to help build relationships with Tribal Nations and Native & Indigenous communities.

This paid Fellowship is 100% remote to help ensure our programming has geographic, tribal, and professional diversity of perspective. The Fellow is responsible for meeting with stakeholders engaged in the search for missing Native & Indigenous children and sharing NCMEC’s free resources. The Fellow also serves in a strategic advisor capacity to NCMEC staff on tribal issues.

Ideal applicants are individuals who are actively involved in these communities and committed to NCMEC’s mission of finding missing children and preventing future victimization of children. Since many children reported to the National Center are missing from foster homes, congregate care, or other state or tribal care, familiarity with child welfare issues is a plus but not required.

For more information about NCMEC, visit MissingKids.org
For questions about the Tribal Fellowship, email TribalFellow@ncmec.org
To apply to be NCMEC’s 2023 Tribal Fellow, visit bit.ly/3U1neWD